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Abstract—Alloy is a declarative modelling language based
on first-order logic with sets and relations. Alloy formulas are
checked for satisfiability by the fully automatic Alloy Analyzer.
The analyzer, given an Alloy formula and a scope, i.e. a bound on
the universe of discourse, searches for an instance i.e. a valuation
to the sets and relations in the formula, such that it evaluates to
true. The analyzer translates the Alloy problem to a propositional
formula for which it searches a satisfying assignment via an off-
the-shelf propositional satisfiability (SAT) solver. The SAT solver
performs an exhaustive search and increasing the scope leads to
the combinatorial explosion problem.

We envision annotations, a meta-data facility used in impera-
tive languages, as a means of augmenting Alloy models to enable
more efficient analysis by specifying the priority, i.e. order of
solving, of a given constraint and the slover to be used. This
additional information would enable using the solutions to a
particular constraint as partial solutions to the next in case
constraint priority is specified and using a specific solver for
reasoning about a given constraint in case a constraint solver is
specified.

I. INTRODUCTION

The world today is so tightly integrated with computers that

life without them seems hard to imagine. We rely on computer

software to fly planes, manage bank transactions, communicate

etc. It has permeated our homes, offices, cars, etc. Software is

so deeply weaved into the fabric of our lives that assuring its

high quality is a task of paramount importance.

As processing power of computers increases [1], so does

the complexity of software they run [2]. To manage this

increasing complexity researchers have introduced various

techniques for verification, i.e. to check if we are building

the system right, and validation, i.e. are we building the

right system [3][4][5][6]. Some techniques rely on formal

specifications to describe structural properties [4][7] or define

runtime behaviour [8][9] of software systems. A benefit of

using formal specifications is they are amenable to automated

analysis which is faster, consistent, and less error prone.

Alloy [10] is a declarative modelling language based on

first-order logic with sets and relations. Alloy formulas are

checked for satisfiability by the fully automatic Alloy Ana-

lyzer. The analyzer, given an Alloy formula and a scope, i.e. a

bound on the universe of discourse, searches for an instance,

i.e. a valuation to the relations in the formula, such that it

evaluates to true. The analyzer translates the solved problem

to a propositional formula for which it searches a satisfying

assignment via an off-the-shelf SAT solver. The SAT solver

performs exhaustive search and increasing the scope leads to

a combinatorial explosion.

One key observation is that when an Alloy formula is

translated for the SAT solver, domain specific knowledge is

lost, thus an opportunity to take advantage of the problem

structure is not exploited. Domain specific solvers are designed

for tackling special classes of problems using special represen-

tations, and algorithms [11][12]. For example, representing a

string variable as an automaton is more compact than explicit

enumeration of all possible values and finding whether two

strings variables can be equal is faster by getting the intersec-

tion of two automatons than exploring the cross product all

possible values for the two variables.

Another key observation is that the author of an Alloy model

is familiar with the problem domain and problem structure.

Such knowledge can be utilized for more efficient solving by

dividing the problem into sub-problems and solving them in

order of dependence. For example, generating a sorted linked

list can be partitioned in two sub-problems, generating the

structure, and generating the data. Since one needs a structure

to generate the data, the structure sub-problem can be solved

first and its solution used for reasoning about the data sub-

problem.

However, to take advantage of the problem domain and its

structure, a mechanism for capturing that data in the model

is required. We envision annotations as an easy-to-use and

unobtrusive facility to perform this task. For example, initially

the author may add no annotations to the model and do that

incrementally as his or her knowledge of the problem domain

and structure grows.

We propose an annotation mechanism for Alloy. The anno-

tations allow the user to annotate a constraint and state which

solver to use for that constraint as well as to state a priority

for solving it. Prioritizing constraints allows leveraging an

incremental technique [13] for solving Alloy formulas, where

solution to a formula provides a partial solution to another

formula, which can then be solved more efficiently.

Embedding annotations in an Alloy model would allow

taking advantage of 1) incremental analysis that limits the

search space explored by the solver; 2) use of domain specific

solvers which are efficient for problems in their target domain.

This paper makes the following contributions:



1 module BinarySearchTree

2

3 sig Node {

4 left:lone Node,

5 right:lone Node,

6 parent:lone Node,

7 key:Int

8 }

9

10 sig BinarySearchTree {

11 root:lone Node,

12 size:Int

13 }

14

15 pred Acyclic(t:BinarySearchTree) {

16 all n:t.root.*(left+right) {

17 lone n.˜(left+right)

18 n !in n.ˆ(left+right)

19 no n.left & n.right

20 }

21 }

22

23 pred Parent(t:BinarySearchTree) {

24 all n,n’:t.root.*(left+right) |

25 n in n’.(left+right) => n’ = n.parent

26 no t.root.parent

27 }

28

29 pred Search(t:BinarySearchTree) {

30 all n:t.root.*(left+right) {

31 all n’:n.left.*(left+right) |

32 int n’.key < int n.key

33 all n’:n.right.*(left+right) |

34 int n.key < int n’.key

35 }

36 }

37

38 pred Size(t:BinarySearchTree) {

39 int t.size = #(t.root.*(left+right))

40 }

41

42 pred BinarySearchTree(t:BinarySearchTree) {

43 Acyclic[t] && Parent[t] && Search[t] && Size[t]

44 }

45

46 run BinarySearchTree exactly 1 BinarySearchTree,

47 exactly 3 Node

Fig. 1. Alloy model of a binary search tree

• Annotations for Alloy We envision annotations to incor-

porate meta-data into an Alloy model to guide the solving

process. Annotations are a commonly used mechanism in

imperative languages; we introduce them for a declarative

language.

• Dedicated solver support for Alloy We envision support

for a dedicated constrint solvers in the Alloy analyzer,

thus allowing a constrain to be annotated with the solver

to be used for its analysis.

II. BACKGROUND - BINARY SEARCH TREE EXAMPLE

According to its definition a binary search tree is a node-

based data structure where: 1) each node has at most two

children–left and right–whose parent is the given node; 2) the

left sub-tree rooted at a given node contains keys less than the

key of that node; 3) the right sub-tree rooted at a given node

contains keys greater than the key of that node; and 4) the left

and right sub-trees are also binary search trees; In Figure 1 is

depicted the Alloy model for a binary search tree.

First, we declare the entities contained in the model. A node

(line 3) has: 1) at most one left child (line 4); 2) at most one

Fig. 2. Binary search tree instance

right child (line 5); 3) at most one parent (line 6); and 4) a

key (line 7); A binary tree (line 10) has: 1) at most one node

as its root (line 11); and 2) a size (line 12);

Once we have declared the elements of our model we

specify the relationships between them to reflect the key

properties of the modelled data structure. A binary search tree

is Acyclic (line 15), which is for every node reachable from

the root performing zero or more traversals (line 16): 1) at

most one node is visited following the left and right relations

in reverse direction (line 17); 2) a node cannot be reached

by following one or more times the left and right relations

beginning from that node (line 18); and 3) the left and right

nodes are disjoint (line 19);

The nodes in the binary search tree have a Parent prop-

erty (line 23), which is: 1) every node reachable from the

root performing zero or more traversals is the parent of its

left and right children (line 24-25); and 2) the root has no

parent (line 26);

A binary search tree contains data satisfying the Search

(line 29) property, which is for every node reachable from

the root performing zero or more traversals (line 30): 1) every

descendant reached by following the left and right relations of

its left child zero or more times has a lesser key (line 31-32);

and 2) every descendant reached by following the left and right

relations of its right child zero or more times has a greater

key (line 33-34);

A binary search tree has a Size property (line 38) which

is the cardinality of the nodes reached from its root by

performing zero or more traversals of the left and right

relations (line 39).

In order for a data structure to be a BinarySearchTree

(line 42) it has to satisfy the Acyclic, Parent, Search, and Size

predicates (line 43).

Once we have created a declarative model of a binary search

tree we request from the Alloy Analyzer to create one for

us by specifying the bounds on the atoms, i.e. elements for

each signature, we have defined (line 46). Upon running this

command the analyzer tries to find valuations to the relations

such that the predicate declaring a binary search tree evaluates

to true which is there exists an instance that satisfies the



1 module BinarySearchTree

2

3 sig Node {

4 left:lone Node,

5 right:lone Node,

6 parent:lone Node,

7 key:Int

8 }

9

10 sig BinarySearchTree {

11 root:lone Node,

12 size:Int

13 }

14

15 @predicate(priority=4, solver=SAT)

16 pred Acyclic(t:BinarySearchTree) {

17 all n:t.root.*(left+right) {

18 lone n.˜(left+right)

19 n !in n.ˆ(left+right)

20 no n.left & n.right

21 }

22 }

23

24 @predicate(priority=3, solver=SAT)

25 pred Parent(t:BinarySearchTree) {

26 all n,n’:t.root.*(left+right) |

27 n in n’.(left+right) => n’ = n.parent

28 no t.root.parent

29 }

30

31 @predicate(priority=2, solver=INTEGER)

32 pred Search(t:BinarySearchTree) {

33 all n:t.root.*(left+right) {

34 all n’:n.left.*(left+right) |

35 int n’.key < int n.key

36 all n’:n.right.*(left+right) |

37 int n.key < int n’.key

38 }

39 }

40

41 @predicate(priority=1, solver=EVALUATOR)

42 pred Size(t:BinarySearchTree) {

43 int t.size = #(t.root.*(left+right))

44 }

45

46 pred BinaryTree(t:BinarySearchTree) {

47 Acyclic[t] && Parent[t] && Search[t] && Size[t]

48 }

49

50 run BinarySearchTree exactly 1 BinarySearchTree,

51 exactly 3 Node

Fig. 3. Annotated alloy model of a binary search tree

declared model. If the analysis finds an instance that satisfies

all constraints it is visualized.

In Figure 2 is shown an instance (there may be more

that one such) which satisfies all constrains in the model on

Figure 1 and more precisely the BinarySearchTree predicate.

The atoms, i.e. instances of the Node and BinarySearchTree

signatures, are represented as nodes and relations between

them as arrows. The top left side shows the cardinality of

the relations.

III. OUR APPROACH

The Alloy Analyzer performs an exhaustive search within

a given scope and not finding a solution only guarantees that

no such exists in that scope but one may be found for larger

scopes. However, the combinatorial nature of the propositional

formula to which an Alloy model is translated limits the scope

for which an analysis can be performed within a reasonable

amount of time. Hence, increasing analysis speed would

enable reaching larger scopes, thus increasing confidence in

the obtained results. Also reaching larger scopes is beneficial

for tools that utilize Alloy models for test generation [14].

We believe that the analysis performed by the Alloy Ana-

lyzer does not exploit an opportunity to take advantage of the

problem domain and structure. We propose annotation support

in Alloy.

Using annotations the author can embed knowledge in terms

of domain and structure into an Alloy model. This information

can be used for both partitioning the problem and choosing a

solver in each step of the performed incremental analysis.

Annotations are an excellent facility to embed domain and

structural knowledge because: 1) they can be placed on the

statements to which they apply; 2) they do not alter the model

and can be optionally ignored by the analysis engine; 3) they

are a popular means of embedding meta-data; and 4) they can

be added incrementally as the domain and problem knowledge

grow; In Figure 3 is presented an annotated version of the

binary search tree model we have presented in Section II.

We propose one annotation–@predicate (line 15)–with two

attributes–priority and solver. The @predicate annotation can

be applied only at the predicate level and defines how this

predicate relates to the entire problem. In particular, the

priority attribute is a clue to the analysis engine about the

order of solving the predicates in the model. The higher the

priority the earlier the predicate is to be solved. For example,

the priority of the Acyclic (line 16) predicate is three and is

higher than the priority of the Search (line 32) predicate which

is two, therefore the Acyclic predicate will be solved first and

its solution will be used as a partial solution for reasoning

about the Search one.

The solver attribute specifies which solver to be used for

reasoning about the annotated predicate. Potential values for

that attribute could be SAT, INTEGER, STRING, etc. SAT

instructs the analysis engine to use a SAT solver, INTEGER

implies integer constraint solver, STRING request a dedicated

string constraint solver, etc.

Having defined the annotation facilities, let us see how they

would apply to the binary search tree model on Figure 3.

By running the command (line 50) we are requesting from

the analysis engine to find an instance which satisfies the

BinaryTree predicate (line 46). Note that the latter is a con-

junction of four predicates, namely Acyclic (line 16), Parent

(line 25), Search (line 32), and Size (line 42). Examining the

annotations on each of these predicates suggests that the

order of solving them is: Acyclic → Parent → Search → Size.

Hence, the model will be analyzed in four steps where the

solution of each step will be used as a partial solution for

the next one. Further, a specific solver will be used for the

analysis of each sequential step.

IV. RELATED WORK

This paper proposes annotations for Alloy models. These

annotation can be used to guide solving of Alloy constraints

using a variety of dedicated constraint solvers. To our knowl-

edge, this is the first paper to present annotations for Alloy.



The most closely related work to this paper is a recent

paper [15], co-authored by the second author. It introduces

mixed constraints, which are written using a combination of

a declarative language, namely Alloy, and an imperative lan-

guage, namely Java. Further, it supports annotating def-use sets

of variables to factilitate solving of mixed constraints using

different solvers, where each solver is designed for constraints

written using one particular paradigm. Mixed constraints offer

a complementary approach to this paper. A key design goal of

mixed constraints is to facilitate writing of constraints using

a combination of declarative and imperative programming

paradigms and solving them, whereas this paper proposes an

approach for solving of models written purely in Alloy and

hence does not require the user to learn a new notation to

benefit from efficient solving.

Incremental solving for Alloy models, where a solution

to one formula is fed as a partial solution to efficiently

solve another formula, was introduced in Uzuncaova’s doctoral

work [13], [16], [17], which also applied it in the context of

test input generation for product lines. Their work did not

support annotations, rather used a heuristic def-use analysis

to prioritize constraints written in Alloy. For product lines,

the structure of a product line was leveraged for incremental

solving.

An example of extending the Alloy syntax to describe

dynamic properties of systems via actions is presented in [18].

The actions enable specifying dynamic properties of execution

traces as dynamic logic specifications. Our technique is similar

to this work with respect to extending the Alloy syntax with

new semantic features. While this work focuses on adding

constructs for specifying dynamic behavior, our approach

focuses on embedding meta-data in a standard Alloy model.

An approach of scope-bounded checking is explored in

[19]. The key idea is to reason about a program correctness

by dividing the problem into sub-problems for different code

paths. Each sub-problem is analyzed via the Alloy Analyzer.

We, on the other hand, propose an annotation facility that

enables incremental analysis into the Alloy Analyzer and use

multiple domain specific solvers.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed annotations for Alloy to embed meta-

data that can be used for specifying the order of analyzing

the constraints in a model and specifying a domain specific

solver to be used for a given constraint enabling more efficient

incremental analysis.

Annotations are a commonly used facility in imperative

languages and adopting such in a declarative language, namely

Alloy, would not impose a steep learning curve to model

authors while giving them finer grained control over the

analysis process.
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